


The fun way to go over the weekly sedra with
your children, grandchildren, Shabbat guests

No'ach
top section is based on an old joke about
the animals coming to the ark in pairs
except for the worm which came in an
apple <> then there is the 7-pear (pair) of
kosher animals <> and next to the 7-pear
is a pair of sevens, backwards, making it
also 7 pairs <> the Xed out fish is
because they survived under the TEIVA
and were not taken into it <> the Xed out
unicorn is for a famous song by the Irish
Rovers, which explains why we've never
seen a unicorn - if they existed, they
didn't make it onto the TEIVA <> the Xed
out dinosaur represents the animals
that were not taken onto the ark and
were wiped out by the Flood (maybe) <>
the logo for Rolls Royce followed by the
at symbol is for RRat or Mt. ARARAT <>
the dove with the olive branch is for the
dove with the olive branch <> the
rainbow is for the rainbow (some of
these have to be simple) <> the address
is that of the Rabbinical organization
TZOHAR <> the grapes and wine is for
No'ach's post-flood occupation <> an
artist's version of the Tower of Babel <>
the tallest building in the world at the
present time: Burj Khalifa in Dubai - a
tower that reaches the sky <> there are
many images of names and places that
are found in Parshat No'ach <> Here are
some; you figure out the others: Gomer

Pyle for GOMER <> kush ball for KUSH <>
corn on the cob for TIRAS <> siddur with
an ALEF for ASHKENAZ <> granny for
SAVTA <> package for CHAVILA <> an
oval for OVAL <> the pyramids for
MITZRAYIM <> Under the Tower of Babel
it says - "Let's build a tower", in
Esperanto, an artificial language
devised in 1887 as an international
medium of communication, based on
roots from the chief European
languages. Its goal was to restore the
one world with one language, as pre-the
Tower of Babel. <> the soap suds are
KETZEF (haftara) <> There is a gopher
with a twig - ATZEI GOFER, the wood for
the Ark <> Wizard of Oz quartet, for
somewhere over the rainbow, and for
UTZ <> Bnot Tz'lofchad in the colors of
the rainbow - they had NO ACH So too
the sisters at the bottom <> Blades are
LEHAVIM, offspring of Mitzrayim <>
Sapphires are SAPIRIM, mentioned in
the haftara <> The SH'VA for SH'VA
(different spelling) <> IDF emblem of
RAV SEREV (air force), abbreviated
RESEN, a placename in the sedra <> So
too, RECHOVOT <> Israeli pistol is an
EKDACH, a word in the haftara <> The
thirsty guy - also from the haftara <>
And the word for rainbow in 13 different
languages - representing the rainbow
and the confusion of languages
following the Tower of Babel fiasco.

A ParshaPix like this one is a great way to
Parsha-bond with a child or grand- child.
Depending on the age of your ParshaPixPartner,
you can find many elements in it to trigger a
discussion of Parshat HaShavua.


